
Twilight Bowls3Fiveᶟ 
 

 

Important notes: 

1. There is freedom of movement between Club Twilight Bowls3Fiveᶟ teams.  The purpose for freedom of movement is to 

assist clubs administratively in team selection.  We do expect clubs to play in the spirit of the game. 

 

2. The competition will commence with Rd 1 being played on Monday 31 January 2022 and concludes with Grand Finals on 

Monday 28 March 2022. 

 

3. There are postponement dates scheduled in the draw for some groups, depending on the number of entries and rounds 

needed for completion.  In the event of inclement weather closing greens, a statement will be made by Bowls Wellington 

in terms of re-scheduling play.  Note that this may well include the need for clubs to catch up on a postponed round on 

a date agreed by mutual consent, noting the impact of daylight saving towards the latter part of the competition. 

 

4. To determine the final standings within a group, this will be determined as follows;   

1) the highest number of competition points (3pts per win/ 1.5pts per draw) 

2) the highest net set total 

3) the highest shot differential 

 

5. Competition points where there is a bye.  With the Central Open competition, there is a bye each round and not all teams 

have a bye during the competition.  As a result, the team with a bye will be accredited with a win (3 pts) plus the average 

net set score and differential from the other games completed in that round by the other club teams participating. 

 

6. The tie breaker end has been removed and replaced with a ‘tiebreaker set’ so that should each side win one set each (or 

both sets are tied), a third set will be played to determine the winner. If the third set is tied, the result will be a a draw 

and each side receive 1.5pts.  Note therefore the third set is only played in the event a clear winner has not been found 

in 2 sets. The ‘Powerplay’ can be played in any set, including the third set if it has not been used prior.   

 

7. Finals play off venues:  This bowls season the Hutt Valley vs Wellington Open final will be played at the Wellington 

qualifying club.  The junior final will be played at the Hutt Valley qualifying club. This is alternated annually.  

 

8. The Central vs Northern Open play off (semi-final) will be played at the Central qualifying club.  The junior play off (semi-

final) will be played at the Northern qualifying club. 

 

9. The Hutt Valley Open Grade playoff will be at Naenae. This was scheduled as they missed out on hosting during the 

qualifying stages.  

 

10. To ensure correct standing can be recorded, clubs must submit accurate scores to Bowls Wellington after the Monday 

fixture, email to bowlswellingtoninterclub@gmail.com These must be submitted on the official submission sheets by 

Tuesday, mid-day.  

 

11. The host club will determine the rinks available for play for Bowls 3Five.  The number of rinks required is determined by 

the number of teams competing at that venue. The allocation of rinks for the actual games should be by random draw, 

with representatives from all teams present. 

 

 

Ross Gillett 

Bowls Wellington Competition Manager 

ross.gillett@bowlswellington.com 

mailto:bowlswellingtoninterclub@gmail.com

